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Abstwct 

Although response reversal learning is subject to interference. providing contextual 

changes between reversals can reduce this interference and facilitate response reversal 

learning. TIle contextual changes thm facilitate response reversal learning (i.e .. room and 

direction changes) also cause global remapping in hippocampal place cells. This 

hippocampal remapping may allow rats to differentially encode ntemories thus enabling 

them to learn a response reversal task since the learning in one context will not interfere 

with the learning that took place in another context. In the present experiment rats were 

presented with contextual changes including changing rooms, maze orientation. and the 

color and shape of the room. The only rats that showed improved performance across 

reversals were rats that received changes inlllaze orientation or rooms between reversals. 

Changes in color and shape of the experimental enclosure did not facilitate response 

reversal learning. Since changes to color and shape have been linked to hippocampal rate 

remapping we speculate that global remapping. but not rate remapping. allows rats to 

differentially encode memories. 

iit 
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Location. But Not Cue. Changes Help to Reduce Interference Between Competing 

Responses 

Associations between neutral and unconditional stimuli arc both formed and 

extinguished in environments that arc not predictive of the onsct ofthc unconditional 

stimulus. The environment in which learning and extinction take place is refcrred to as 

the context for learning. Any particular context consists of a combination of multiplc 

stable features that serve as a background to conditional and unconditional stimuli. 

Individual stable features within a context may be changed without changing the context 

(Rudy. 2009). 

Changes in context are important to the retrieval of learned associations even though 

the amount of feature variation needed for a change in context to occur is not well 

defined (Rudy. 2009). The importance of context change has been demonstrated when 

renewal (Frohardt. Guarraci & Bouton. 2(00). spontaneous recovery (Bouton & Moody. 

2004). response reversal learning (Chiszar & Spear. 1969; Cheng. 2005; Wright. 

Williams. Evans. Skinner. & Martin. 2009). and stimulus reversal learning (McDonald. 

King & Hong. 2001: Thomas. Mckelvie & Mah. 1985; Walsh. Skinner & Martin. 2(07) 

have been studied. The results from these studies could be attributed to a reduction of 

interference C:lused by:l ch:lngc in context. Proactivc interfcrence occurs whcn a 

previously learned associ:ltion interferes with the :lcquisition of new learning. Retro:lctive 

interference occurs when new learning interfcres with the recall of a previously learned 

association (Bouton & Moody. 2004). 
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Recent findings suggest that ch,mges in context that reduce both proactive and 

retroact ive interfcrence can be connected with changes that occur in the hippocampus. 

The following review will summarize the bchavioral data on the role of context to 

acquisition and recall of learned associations. It will also summarize the data that suggest 

a role for the hippocampus in utilizing contextual changes for the reduction of 

interference. 

BehaviorallJata 

If a subject is presented with multiple exposures to a CS alone any associative 

strength between the CS and US will return to zero. This is what's known as extinction. 

Extinction has been described as a learned association that interferes with the recall of 

previously learned associations as opposed to the destruction of the previously learned 

association (Bouton. 2004: Pavlov, 1927). Since contextual changes reduce interference a 

change in context should mitigate the effect of extinction. The importance of context to 

extinction was demonstrated by Frohardt et al. (2000) who studied the renewal effect. 

Rats, that had previous exposure to box A and box B. had a "lights off' cue paired with a 

mild electric shock in box A. Once the association was fonned the rats underv.·ent 

extinction. where the "lights off' stimulus was presented without shock. The rats received 

the extinction trials in cither box A. where they received the original pairing between the 

stimulus and the shock. or box B. where they had never received shocks. Both boxes 

IVere located in different experimental rooms. The change in boxes and rooms provided 

the rats with different contexts. Whcn placed back into box A and exposed to the "lights 
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off' stimulus the rats that received their extinction trials in box B displaycd more fear 

behavior than rats that werc extinguishcd in box A. 

The findings from FrohMdt et al.'s (2000) study indicated that changing the context 

between acquisition. extinction, and test trials successfully reduced the interference 

experienced by the rats. Learning from the extinction trials interfered with learning from 

the acquisition trials if the rat had not received a change in context, this resulted in 

reduced fear on tes\. Learning fromlhe acquisition trials was protected from interference 

from the cxtinction trials when a change in context occurred. resulting in a renewal of the 

fear response. Subsequent experiments have replicated this finding (Bouton & Ricker. 

[994) and revealed that thc rcnewal effcct also occurs in appetitive situations (Bouton & 

Ricker, [994: Rhodes & Killcross, 2007). 

Context has also been shown to facilitate the retrieval of learned associations even 

when the context is a single background cue. Spear (1971) exposed rats to a conditioning 

box that had two different colored ends. white and black. where shocks could be 

delivered. Half the rats were exposed to a tone when they had to avoid the black end of 

the apparatus while the other half were not exposed to a tone. Once the behavior of 

avoiding the black end was acquired the rats were trained to avoid the white end in the 

absence of the tone. Sixty minutes after acquisition the rats were placed back into the 

apparatus and presented with the tone. Rats that had previous exposure to the tone 

avoided Ihe black end more than the rats that did not have previous exposure to the tone. 

In this experiment the tone. since it was a stable feature of the environment. wa.~ a 

contextual cue. Rats showed renewed fear responding after extinction if they were 
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exposed to a context that was similar 10 the context in which they were previously 

shocked. 

The passage of time has been considered a type of contextual change. which can be 

used 10 explain the phenomenon of spontaneous recovery (Bouton & Moody. 2004). 

Pavlov (1927) observed that previously extinguished associations would spontaneously 

return with the passage of time. This observ:llion indicated that the leamed association 

hlld not been lost during extinction but hlld been actively inhihited during non

reinforcement and that a change in context brought lIoout by the passage of time resulted 

in the fe-emergence of the extinguished association (Bouton & Moody. 2004: Pavlov, 

1927). 

Support for the idea that a context will be treated as different when time intervenes 

between two exposures was provided hy Spellr (1971). RlIts were placed in an lIpparalUs 

with two differently colored ends. white lind black, and they were shocked whenever they 

entered the black end. The rats learned 10 avoid the black end. After the association 

between the blllck end and shock WllS formed. the conditions were reversed and the rat 

received shocks whenever they stayed in the white end. The rats were removed from the 

apparatus for a period of time once they had leamed to avoid the white end. If the rat was 

placed back into the apparatus when only three minutes had passed the rat continued to 

avoid the white end of the apparatus. If the rat was placed back into the apparatus when 

60 minutes had passed the rat avoided the black end (Spear. 1971). This indicated that the 

passage of time had affected the rats' treatment of the context in which the black and 

white discriminations had taken place. It appears that a contextual change in lime helps 
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reduce retro3ctive interference 3nd thus f3cilitates the response of the first le3rned 

association in both Spear's ( 197 1) experiment and spontaneous recovery. 

Context ch3nges also affect the retrieval of learned associations between responses 

and reinforcers. Res!XJnse reversal le3rning requires 3 subject to 1c3rn to make a 

particular res!XJnse (e.g .. tum right or left) in order to obtain 3 reinforcer. Once the 

subject learns to make the correct response, the res!XJnse requirement is reversed. 

Subjects often show proactive interference, taking more time to learn the new response 

reinforcer relationship because the first learned response must be extinguished before the 

appropriate response can be acquired. After the animal has acquired the second 

association the original reward contingency is reinstated. Re-acquisition of the first 

learned association may be slower th3n when it was learned initially since the second 

learned response must first be extinguished. demonstnl1ing retro3ctive interference. 

Chiszar and Spe3r (1969) demonstrated that a change in context between revers31s 

reduced both proactive and retroactive interference. Two different, but comparable. 

mazes were set up in two different rooms. Rats were trained 10 tum leCtto receive a food 

reward. When a rat reached criterion on the first problem the reward contingency 

between the response and the food reward was reversed. Half the rats in the experiment 

received no 3dditional changes between reversals (No Change) while the other half 

experienced a change in rooms between reversals. The nils that received the change in 

room between reversals made fewer errors to reach criterion than rats that received no 

contextual changes. When the rats reached the criterion for the reversal trials, the reward 

contingency was reversed again. such that it was identical to the first problem. The rats 
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that received a change in context between reversals were protected from interference. 

When no contextual change occurred. the most recently learned association interfered 

with the current task. 

Changing locations between trials appea~ to facilitate the recall of the events from 

previous trials by reducing interference. When placed on a radial ann maze rats have a 

strong tcndency to forage for food on arms not yet visited. A revisit to an arm previously 

entered can be interpreted as an error in recalling a visit to that ann. Roberts (1981) 

showed that rats could recall the anns visited on up to three different mazes 

simultaneously if they were positione<! in different locations. Retroactive interference 

was observed when the location of the maze did not change. Rats were forced to enter 

four randomly chosen arms on an eight arm radial maze and received a food reward at the 

end of each arm. Once the four forced choices were made the rats were forced to enter 

four randomly chosen arms on a second maze. The location of the second maze was 

either next to (second maze had the same z-y coordinates but shifted along the x-axis) or 

above the original maze (second maze had the same z-x coordinates but shifted along the 

y-axis). TIle original maze never changed location. The mts were then allowed to freely 

explore the original maze. The rats avoided anns that were previously visited on the 

original maze. In the next experiment rats were forced to enter four arms on the original 

radial ann maze. Once the four forced choices were made the rats were exposed to 

randomly chosen anns on the maze when it was in the same location. Exposure was 

achieved by the experimenter placing the rat at the end of the arm and gently holding 

them until the food reward was consume<!. Once rats received exposure to the four 
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random arms they were allowed to freely explore the maze. Rats that were exposed to 

four random anns after the forced choices on the original maze did not avoid arms they 

were forced to enter on the first trial as frequently as rats that were exposed to a change in 

maze location. Not changing location between trials appeared to cause interference that 

could otherwise be prevented by a change in location. 

The reduction of interference caused by a change in context is not just limited to 

response reversulleaming. McDonald et al. (200 1) trained rats to search lit amlS in an 

eight ann radial maze for food. On each trial, four anns were lit randomly and the rat was 

left on the maze until all the food had Ocen recovered or 10 minutes had elapsed. When 

the rat received the food reward on a lit arm. the lights for that ann weTe turned off. Once 

rats reached criterion of 85% choice accuracy over the course of two days of training, 

they were subjected to a reversal. [n the reversal the rats had to forage for food in the 

non-lit arms. Half the rats received room change after the reversal. while the other half 

did not. Once criterion was reached the rats were given a renewal trial that look place in 

the original context. [n the renewal trial none of the anns were baited and only the first 

eight ann eIllries were recorded. Rats that had received a change in room took fewer trials 

to reach criterion than rats that received no change, indic:lIing that the contextual change 

in room helped reduce proactive interference. 

Evidence of changes in context reducing interference between reversals in stimulus 

reversal learning has also been shown in vertebrate species other than rodents. [n a 

stimulus reversalleaming experiment conducted by Walsh et al. (2007), seals were 

trained to choose between two items in order 10 receive a food reward. Once the seals 
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chose the correct item to a criterion of [8 correct choices out of20, the conditions of 

reward were reversed, [f the seals experienced a change in tank between reversals they 

took fewer trials 10 reach criterion than seals that experienced no contextual change 

between reversals, Here again we can see that a contextual change in location helped 

reduce the proactive interference experienced by the seals when they were required to 

m;)ke a response thm W;)s opposite to;) response they had ;)Iready acquired, 

Context changes also protect invertebrates from pro;)ctive and retroactive 

interference. Cheng (2005) tmined bees to search for;) bottle C;)P full of sugar w;)ter to 

one side of a green landmark on table one, Each bee was given [Q training trials 10 locme 

the sugar water, After 't;)sk I' the bees were given;) test phase, where the green landm;)rk 

w;)s placed on table one and four empty bottle C;)Ps surrounded it. The amount of time 

spent searching e;)eh quadrant ;)round the landm;)rk w;)s recorded. After the first test the 

bees wefC given 't;)sk 2', whefC they were exposed to;) blue landm;)rk with the sug;)r 

water located on the opposite side from where it was in 'task I ', Half the bees were 

trained on ' task 2' on the same table as 'task I' while the other half were trained on a 

new table, which was located a few meters from table one, The ch;)nge in tables served as 

a change in context. Once the bees received 10 trials on 'task 2' they were tested in the 

same conditions;)s ' t;)sk I ', Bees that received training in 'task 2' with a change in 

loc;)tion searched the correct bottle cap more often than bees that did not receive a 

contextual change, TIlese findings. combined wilh the findings discussed above, 

indicated that contextual cues can reduce interference between learned responses in both 

invertebrate and vertebrate species, 
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The types of contextu31 ch3nges th3t en3ble a subject to differentially encode 

memories have not been properly identified. Additionally, the types of contextual 

changes that provide 3 subject with protection from interference can vary between 

species. This was highlighted by behavioral studies with pigeons (Thomas et al .. 1985) 

and rats (Wright et al.. 2009). Thomas et al. ([985) showed that changes in lighting 

provided protection from interference in pigeons. while similar changes were not 

sufficicnt to provide protection from interference in rats (Wright etal.. 2009). 

Thomas et a!. (1985) trained pigeons to peck a particular color key light when a house 

light was turned on and a tone was sounded. The pigeons were then trained to peck a 

different color key light when the contextual cues of light and noise were reversed. [fthe 

pigeons were exposed to a contextual change in light they learned the reversal just as well 

as pigeons that received a contextual change in both light and noise. Pigeons that 

received a contextual change in noise alone. however. did not perform as well as the 

other two groups. 

Changc.<; in light and noise appear to be ineffective in reducing interference between 

learned associations in rats. Wright et at. (2009) trained rats in a response reversal task 

that was similar to the experiment by Chiszar and Spear (1969) discussed above. [n 

Wright et al.·s study the rats were divided into three groups: cue, room, and cue+room. 

Cue rats rcceived changes inlighl and noise between reversals while room rats received a 

change in room between reversals. cue+room rats receivcd changes both in the room and 

in light and noise between reversals. Rats that received a change in room quickly 
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acquired the response reversal while rats that were only exposed to a contextual change in 

light and noise took more trials to reach criterion on the reversal. 

Hippocampal Data 

Findings from lesion studies suggest that the coruribution of comextual cues to 

discrimination learning is mediated by the hippocampus (Rudy. 2009), h appears that the 

hippocampal system docs not represent all types of contextual changes in the same way, 

Electrophysiological findings reveal th:1t the hippocampus represents changes in 

environments, such as wall color. differently from changes in location (Lcutgeb et al .. 

2005). Additionally. it appears that there are types of contextual changes that enable rats 

10 form rapid conditional discriminations. :1nd types of contextual changes th:1t do not 

(Wright et :1J.. 2009). It is possible that the effectiveness of a contextual cue change at 

facilitating response reversal learning could be dependent on how th:1t cue change is 

represented in the hippocampus. 

Electrophysiological data indicates that the hippocampus can represent contextual 

changes in two ways (Leutgeb el al. 2(05). These two kinds of representations have 

expanded our understanding of how hippocampal place cells represent cues. When a 

change in context occurs the firing patterns of hippocampal place cells may change. 

Changes in hippocampal firing patterns have been referred 10 as remapping events. 

Rcmapping of place cells has been produced when changes in distal cues (Lcutgeb et a1.. 

2005: Lever. Wills. Cacucci. Burgess. O'Keefe. 2002; O ' Keefe & Speakman. 1987). 

changes in proximal cue.~ (Jeffery & Anderson. 2003: Leutgeb el al.. 2005: Lever et al.. 

2002: Wills. Lever. Cacucci. Burgess. & O'Keefe. 2(05). :1nd self-motion cues (Colgin et 

10 
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<ll .. 2010) occur. The rem<lpping ch<lnges thm h<lve been observed f<lll into two cI<lsses: 

mte rem<lpping occurs when the position of the pl<lce fields rem<lin const<lnt in rel<ltion to 

one another but the <lctivity level of the place cells either increases or decreases; glob<ll 

remapping occurs when the position of the pl<lce fields change in relmion to one <lnother 

or they <lppe<lr or dis<lppe<lr completely. 

R<lte rem<lpping C<ln be caused by a change in the environment, such <lS the color of 

the W<l[]s or shape of an enclosure. Leutgeb el al. (2005) exposed mts to a change in the 

experiment<ll enclosure while keeping the loc<llion of the enclosure constant. Single cell 

recordings of hippocampal place cells revealed a change in the activity levels of the place 

cells when the enclosure was switched from a box with white walls to a box with bl<lck 

walls, or vice verS<l. Since the firing locations of the place fields remained conS\<lnt to one 

another, the type of remapping was categorized as mte remapping. The same was tme 

when the sh<lpe of the enclosure was changed from a square to a circle, or vice versa. 

Rate remapping has also been observed when there was an inconsistency between distal 

and proximal cues between trials. O'Keefe and Speakman (1987) kId rtlts explore a cross 

maze for a food reward while single cell recordings of hippocampal place cells were 

taken. The cross maze was located within a controlled cue environment with several 

distal cues located around the maze. When the distal cues were rotated a m<ljority of the 

rats' place fields appeared to track the dist<ll cues <lS well <lS ch<lnge their T<lte of firing. It 

appears th<lt the observed r<lle remapping indicates that the rats noticed changes within 

one p<lnicul<lr environment <lnd th<lt rale remapping not only retlects changes in cues but 

II 
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~lso the rel~tionship of on set of st~hle cues (the cues m~nipulated by O'Keefe) to 

another set of stable cues (background cucs th~t wcre not m~nipul~ted by 0' Kccfe) . 

Global rcmapping occurs when an cnclosure is movcd to a ncw location betwecn 

trials (Leutgeb ct at.. 2005). [n this instance the firing pattern of place cells in thc ncw 

localion differs completely from the p~ttem observcd in Ihc original location. Disruptions 

in the rats' path-intcgration system, which allows the rat to navigatc using self-motion 

Clles, can also cause global remapping to occur even while remaining in the same 

location. Disruptions 10 thc path intcgration system can be causcd by abruptly turning thc 

rat around ISO-degrees before placing them in the apparatus (Knierim, Kudrimoti, & 

McNaughton, 1998). Additionally.lhe Iypes of environmcntal changcs that would 

nomlally c~use rate remapping can causc global remapping if the rat is given the 

opportunity to recognize the two types of environmental changes as distinct places. 

Colgin et a!. (2010) had rats wander freely between two geometrically distinct enclosures 

(circle and square sh<lped) via a short corridor. The rats were tested later in a box. whose 

shape could gradu<llly be changed from one sh<lpe to another between trials. The 

hippocampal pl~cc cclls showed global rcmapping whcn thc cnclosurc was changcd 

bctween a circle and a square. The ability to actively move bctwccn the two 

environments enabled the rats to fonn two unique representations of the two 

environmcnts. It appears th~t the global rcmapping that was observed indicates thai the 

rats perceive a change in location. 

12 
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Experimental Hypothesis 

[t has been shown that changes in context protect animals from proactive and 

retroactive interfcrence. This protection appear.; to be based on changes in location 

(Ch iszar& Spear. 1969: Frohardt et al .. 2000: McDonald et aI., 2001: Walsh et al. 2007; 

Wright et al.. 2009) since changes in cues alone do not produce the same level of 

protection (Wright et al.. 2009). [n panicular. changes in locmion produce protection 

while changes in lighting and noise do not. TIlis protection from interference may be 

dependent on a functioning hippocampus since hippocampal lesions produce defects in 

contextual conditioning under cenain conditions (li and Maren. 2007; Biedenbpp and 

Rudy. 2009). It is sti ll unclear whether it is only contextual changes that arc of the type 

that would produce global ch3IIges in the hippocampus thm will protect mts' leamed 

associm ions from proactive and retroactive interference. The types of cue changes 

manipulated by Wright et al. (i.e .. changes in light and noise) may have produced nei ther 

mte nor global remapping in the hippocampus. Investigators have reponed thm place 

cells remain unch3llged when lights are turned off (Quirk. Muller. & Kubic. 1990). [n the 

current study we investigated if contextual cue changes th:11 arc of the type Ih:1I might 

produce hippocampal rate remapping arc sufficient to reduce interference in a response 

reversal task. 

Experimenll 

There is evidence thnt changes in the color and shape of an enclosure nrc represented 

in the hippocampus (Leutgeb et al.. 2005). To test if the Iypes of cue changes that would 

produce mte remapping are sufficient 10 reduce interference. rats were exposed to 

lJ 
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changes in the color and the shape of an enclosure between reversals. These clle changes 

hnve been shown to produce rate remapping but not global remnpping (Leutgeb et aI., 

2(05). Rats were placed on a T-rnaze within a curtained enclosure that was arranged in 

one of four combinations of colors and shapes (black circle. white circle. black square, 

white square) and were rewarded for making a correct response at the choice point (!Urn 

left or tum right). Once the rat hnd reached a criterion of nine out of 10 trials correct. both 

the color and shnpe of the cunain arrangement were chnnged (Le., blaek to white, circle 

to square) nnd the requ ired response was reversed (left to right). This continued unti l the 

rats completed four reversals. These rats were compared to control rats that received no 

contextunl changes between reversals as well as to rats that received a change in mnze 

orientntion (90-clegree rotntions) between reversals. We used a maze rotation in this 

experiment because previous work (Wright ct al. 2009) reveilled that milze rotations 

supported response reversal learning. 

Methods 

Subjects 

Twenty-four juvenile male naive Long Evnns rats, that weighed 100g to 150g at the 

beginning of the experiment. were used. The rats were kept on a 12 hour light, 12 hour 

dark cycle with lights on at 0800. After a week of acclimatization the rats were put on 

food deprivation such that they would gain approximately 5% of their body weight per 

wcck. The rats were housed individually in clear plast ic cages (45 x 25 x 21 cm) with 

secure mctallids and bedding covering the bottom. All procedures used in Experiment I 

14 
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nnd 2 were approved by Memorial University's Institutional Committee on Animnl Care 

and follow the Canadian Counsel on Animal Care guidelincs. 

Apparatus 

The experimental room (455cm x 330cm x 26Ocm) hnd a door on the south wall that 

was closed during trials and open between trials. Panels of curtains (6Ocm x I 44cm) were 

hung from hooks in the cciling to create a square (244cm x 244cm) or a circle (244cm 

diumeter) in the center of the room. The experimenter could easily curry rats through the 

curtained enclosure. 

A T ~maze was placed in the center of the curtained enclosure. The three arms (56cm 

x 25cm) were painted white and connected to a center platfonn (25cm x 25cm). The 

maze was elevated 68 em from the noor. At the end of each unn was a food cup well. 

Hal f a Froot LoopTM could be placed inside and not be visible from the surface of the 

At the start of each day the rats were transferred from their home cages to a metul 

rack with metal holding cages measuring (25cm II 20.5cm II 18cm). The rack of cages 

was wheeled from the housing room down u hallway to the ellperimental room and held 

just outside the ellperimental room. 

Procedure 

Pre-training occurred in the housing room. The rats were placed on a table scnttered 

wi th Ilumerous Froot LOOpSTM. Rats were kept on the table for one to five minutes or 

lIntilthey ate a Froot LoopTM. Rats were given one to two trials each day. Pre-truining 

15 
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ended when each rat was eating Froot LoopSfM within one minute of being placcd on the 

table. 

Rats were matched based on the speed that they found and ate the Froot LoopH1 0n 

(he last pre-training trial and pl<lced into one of three groups [No Chmlge (110::8). Direction 

Ch<lnge (n=7). Cue Change (n=9)1. All groups were trained on a response task where they 

h<ld to tum right or left to locme food on the T-m<lze. For rats in the No Ch<lnge condition 

the arm containing the Froot LoopB1 was changed to the opposite arm between reversals 

but nothing else ch<lnged. For rats in the Direction Change condition the baited arm was 

changed to the opposite arm and the T-m<lze was rotated 90 degrees clockwise if the start 

ann was facing the north wall and counter-clockwise if the st<lrt arm was facing the east 

wall. For rats in the Cue Change condition the baited arm was changed to the opposite 

amI between reversals and the curtained enclosure was changed to the opposite 

<lrrangement (Squares changed to circles. Black changed to white. and vice versa). 11le 

four possible curtain <lrrangements [Black Circle. White Circle. Bl<lck Squ<lre. White 

Square] were evenly distributed among the three groups. 

During training the rats were placed outside the room with the curtained enclosure. 

There were five training trials on each day. During a tr<lining tri<l! <l rat W<lS brought into 

the curtained enclosure and pbced on the start arm of the m<lze where it was given one 

minute to make a choice before being removed. Half <l Froot LOOpTM was pl<lced in the 

food well of cither the left or right arm. A correct trial occurred when the rat found the 

Froot LOOpTM and ate it. The rat W<lS then removed from the maze. An incorrect trial 

occurred when the rat put all four paws on the arm that was opposite the correct ann. 
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The rat was removed from the maze once it reached the empty food cup or when it tried 

to leave the incorrect arm. During the first 10 trials rats were allowed to visit both anns 

before being removed from the maze. After trial 10 the rats were removed after making 

the first choice. When a rat reached a criterion of nine correci trials out of 10, training 

ended. On the next day (the first reversal) the location of the reward was reversed to the 

opfXJsite ami and training continued. The same procedure was followed for the second. 

third, and founh reversals. 

Results 

Rats that were eXfXJsed to a change in direction between reversals required fewer 

trials to reach criterion across reversals. Rats in the No Change and Cue Change groups 

showed no improvement across reversals (see Figure 1). One subject from the Direction 

Change group was dropped from the experiment as it refused to leave the stan arm after it 

completed the first reversal. A 3 X 5 (Groups X Reversals) repeated measures ANOVA 

revealed a significant change in the number of trials to criterion across reversals IF(4, 

84)=3.474. p=O.01 11. There was neither a significant effect of group IF(2. 21)= 1.96. 

p=O.1661 nor a significant group X reversal interaction [F(8, 84)=1.602 p=O.137[. Similar 

studies have shown a significant group x reversal interaction (Wright et .11.. 2009) so a 

difference between the No Change group and the Direction Change group was expected. 

Analysis of the reversal X group linear interaction revealed a weak effect in the predicted 

direction (F(2. 21) = 2.89. P = 0.078). The Direction Change group improved across 

reversals IF(1. 6)=8.602. p=O.0261. The Cue Change 1F(1. 8)=2.637, p=O. 1431 and No 

Change [F(!. 7)=0.395. p=O.S50[ groups did not improve across reversals. 
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EX I>eriment 2 

The results of Experimem I suggest that changes in the color and shape of the 

curtained enclosure between reversals were not sufficiem to reduce proactive and 

retroactive interference. The next experimem was conducted in an attempt to replicate the 

find ings from the first experiment that changes in cues fail to facilitate response reversal 

learning. as well as previous findings that changes in room do facilitate response reversal 

learning (Wright et al.. 2CX>9). Rats that arc exposed to a change in room between 

reversals are also exposed to a change in path between reversals. Previous studies have 

shown that self-motion cues can cause hippocampal global remapping (Colgin et al.. 

20 I 0). [t is possible that the global remapping associated with a change in location could 

be due. in part. to a change in path taken to reach the new location. We changed paths to 

reach the experimental room between reversals in the hope that we would improve our 

chances of seeing a facilitation of response reversalleaming. Changes in path was 

combined with changes in cues If hippocampal global remapping is important for 

reducing interference and changes ill path can contribute to global remapping then it 

could be predicted that changing the path taken to reach the experimental enclosure might 

cause a rcduction of imerfcrence and a consequcnt facilitation of response reversal 

learning. 

Methods 

Subjects 

Twenty-four juvenile male naive Long Evans rats that weighed 100g to 150g at the 

beginning of the experiment were used. The rats were kept on a 12 hour light. 12 hour 
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dark cycle with lights on at 0800. After il week of ilcclimatiziltion the rats were put on 

food deprivation such that they would gilin ilpproximiltely 5% of their body weight per 

week. The rats were housed individuillly in cleilr plastic cages (45cm x 25cm x 21cm) 

with secure metal lids ilnd bedding covering the bOllom. 

Apparatus 

The T -milze WilS the Silme as the one used in Experiment 1. In ilddilion to the 

experimentill room used in Experiment I (Room A). a separate experimentul room was 

used that was located on the ground level of the building (Room 8). Room 8 (528cm x 

464clll x 267cm) hild no curtains in it. had windows on the south wal!. a door on the north 

wall that led to a hallway. a door and shelves on the cast wall and shelves on the west 

wall. 

The rats were carried from the housing room to the experimental room in their home 

cages on a smillitTolley. During tTilnsit the rats were covered by a bed sheet that obscured 

their view of the path. This was done because visual cues illong the paths could not be 

controlled for. The filts were taken to the experimental room either by a long path or a 

short pmh if they were taken to Room A. For the long path the rats were taken down a 

long hallway. up and down an elevator and were held outside the experimentill room. For 

the short path the rats were taken down a short hallway and were held inside the 

experimental room but outside the curtain enclosure. (fthe rats were taken to Room 8 

Ihey were taken halfway down the long hallway. up the elevator. and down a very short 

hallway to the experimental room. 
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Procedure 

Pretraining was idelllicallO Experiment 1. Rats were matched based on their 

performance in pre-training and placed into one of four groups [No Change (n= 11 ). Cue 

Change (n= 10). Path+Cue Change (n= 12). Room Change (n= I I) [. All rats were trained 

on a response reversal task where they had to tum left or right to locate food on the T

maze. For rats in the No Change condition the arm containing the Froot LoopTM was 

changed to the opposite ann between reversals but nothing else changed. For rats in the 

Cue Change condition the baited ann was changed to the opposite ann between reversals 

and the curtained enclosure was changed to the opposite arrangement (Squares changed 

to circles. Black changed to white. and vice versa). The four possible curtain 

arrangements [Black Circle. White Circle. Black Square. White Square[ were evenly 

distributed among the four groups. Rats in the Palh+Cue Change condition were the same 

as the rats in the Cue Change condi tion except in addition to a changes in the goal arm 

and the curtain arrangement they also received a change in the path taken from the 

housing room to reach the start ann of the maze (if they were given a short path during 

acquisition then they were given a longer path during the first reversal. and vice versa). 

For rats in the Room Change condition the baited arm was changed to the opposite arm 

between reversals and the room the maze was located in changed (If acquisition occurred 

in room A then the reversal occurred in room B and vice versa). 

During training the rats were placed outside the room with the curtained enclosure if 

they took the long path or inside the room with the curtained enclosure if they took the 

short path. There were four training trials on each day. During a training trial a rat was 
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brought into the curtained cnclosure and placed on the .~tart arlll of the maze where it was 

given one minute to make a choice before being removed. Half a Froot LooprM was 

placed in the food well of either the !eft or right arm. A correct trial occulTed when the rat 

found the Froot LoopHt and ate it. The rat was then removed from the maze. An 

incorrect trial occurred when the rat put all four paws on the ann that was opposite the 

correct ann. The rat was removed from the maze once it reached the empty food cup or 

when it tried to leave the incorrect ann. During the first 10 trials rats were allowed to visit 

both anns before being removed from the maze. After trial 10 the rats were removed after 

making the first choice. When a rat reached a criterion of nine correct trials OUI of 10. 

training ended. On the next day (the first reversal) the location of the rewllrd WllS 

reversed to the opposite [lfm and training continued. The Sllllle procedure was followed 

for the second. third. and fourth reversals. 

Resul ts 

Rms thm were exposed to a chllnge in room between reversllls required fewer trillis to 

rellch criterion across revers:lls. Rats in the No Change. Cue Change :lnd Path+Cue 

Change groups showcd no improvement across rcversals (sce Figure 2). One rat W:lS 

dropped from both the Path+Cue Ch:lnge and the Cue Change groups bec:luse they were 

un:lblc to perform the t:lsk as they displllyed persistent fear llnd refused to le:lve the S\3rt 

arm. A 4 X 5 (Groups X Reversals) repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant 

change in the number of trials to criterion across reversals IF(4. 164)0:2.620 p=O.OJ71 and 

:l significant effe<:\ of group IF(3. 41)0:6.057. p=O.OO2) and a significant group X reverslll 

interaction IF(12. 164)=2.208 p=O.O IJI. Funher :lnalysis of the group X reversal 
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interaction revealed differences between the groups' improvement over reversals I F(3. 

41):5.230. p::O.OO4I. The Room Change group showed an improvement across reversals 

IF(I. (0): 17.554.1'::0.0021. The Cue Change group IF( I. 10)::0.225.1'::0.6461. 

Path+Cue Change group IF{ I. 11):1.664.1':::0.2241. and the No Change group I F( I. 

10):3.398. p:::O.095] did not improve across reversals. 

Discussion 

The findings from Experiment 2 repl icated the observation in Experiment 1 that 

changes in cues did not protect rats from interference. Room changes did protect rats 

from interference and is consistent with previous findings (Chiszar & Spear. 1969) and 

with the improvement in perfoOllance seen by the Direction group across reversals in the 

first experiment. The addition of a path change did not improve the capacity of cue 

changes to protect rats from interference and wi ll be discussed funher in the General 

Discussion. 

General Discussion 

When presented with a response reversal task. rats that did not receive a change in 

contex tual cues between reversals did not show improvement in the number of trials 

taken to reach criterion across reversals. Additionall y. rats' perfomlance on response 

reversalle3ming d id not appear to benefit from changes in Ihe color and shape of Ihe 

experimental enclosure even when Ihe path taken 10 Ihe enclosure was different. The only 

T3ts th3t showed 3 decrease in the number of trials to reach criterion across reversals were 

the rats in the Direction Change and Room Change groups. 
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The current study rcplicated findings from previous studies that showed that rats can 

usc a change in location to choose an appropriate response between two or more 

competing responses (Chiszar & Spear. 1969: McDonald et al.. 200 1. Wright et al .. 

2009). The results from the current study also agree with previous studies th:1I showed 

that a change in context that would not produce hippocampal global remapping is not 

sufficient to facilitate response reversal learning (Wright et al.. 2009). Facilitation of 

response reversalleaming in rats that received changes in staning orientation between 

reversals is not surprising since the ability of rats to use staning orientation as a 

conditional cue has been previously observed (Skinner et aI., 2003: Wright et a I. , 2009). 

The failure of rats in the No Change group to improve across reversals can be 

attributed 10 proactive and retroactive interference. Competition between two competing 

responses can rctard recall and acquisition if cucs that would indicate which response is 

appropriate are not given to the subject (Cheng & Wignall, 2006). In order to successfully 

complete a reversal. TOlts must first stop the previously learncd response and acquire tlte 

new response. Tltis task can be difficult due to proactive intcrference causing the 

previously learned response to persist in the rats' memory. Reversals subsequcnt to the 

first may also be impeded by retroactive interference, where the most recently learned 

association must be sloppc<l and a previously learned association must be recalled. 

Control rats, that generally receive no contextual changes between reversals. are 

particularly prone to errors caused by interference since they receive no external clle as to 

when they are re(luired to switch their responses (Chiszar & Spear, 1969: McDonald et 

al.. 2001; Wright et al.. 2009). 
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The results from the current study. as well as previous studies (Chislar & Spear. 

1960: McDonald ct al.. 2001: Wright et al.. 2009). indicate that a change in location 

between reversals will protect rats from interference. Rats in the Chiszar and Spear 

(1969) experiment that received a change in rooms between reversals made fewer errors 

to criterion than rats that received no change between reversals. The rats in Chiszar and 

Spear's experiment that received a change in room between reversals also received a 

change in maze. Other experiments that reponed a reduction of interference auributed to 

a change in location also exposed the subjects to a change in maze (McDonald et al.. 

2001). In these experiments it is impossible to determine if the success of the rats was 

faci litated by the change in location. maze. or a combination of the two even though the 

data from McDonald el al. (200 1) indicate that a change in maze alone docs not produce 

an effect. Since the maze in the current experiment was not changed between reversals. 

the Room Change group rats' perfOnllanCe on the response reversal task can be attributed 

to a change in location alone. Elcctrophysiological data indicate that a change in maze 

location will cause hippocampal global remapping. eyen when the same maze is used. [n 

contrast. changing the maze without changing the location may result in rate remapping 

(Lever et al.. 2002). The perfonnance of the Room Change group suggests that a 

contextual change that is of the type that would produce global remapping in the 

hippocampus is sufficient for reducing proactive and retroactive interference. 

[t was speculated thai a contextual change would need to be represented in the 

hippocampus if it were to reduce interference. If this speculation is accurate. then 

changes in the color and shape of an experimental enclosure should be as effective as a 
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chtlnge in room at reducing intcrfercnce since both changes are represented in the 

hippoctlmpus (Lever et OIl .. 2(02). Howcver. lhis is not the case. Rms in the Cue Chtlnge 

and Path+Cue Change groups in Ihe current study. as well as rats exposed to changes in 

light and noise in previous studies (Wright et OIL. 2009), appear to experience the same 

difficulties in response rcversallcaming as eontrol rats. This suggests that the 

intcrference experienced by the Cue Change and Path+Cue Change groups and the 

control group is comparable. The discrepancy between the performance of the Cue 

Change and the Room Change groups could be accounted for by the type ofhippocampai 

remapping that may have occurred. Changes in the color and the shape of an 

experimental enclosure have been shown to be associated with rate rcmapping while 

changes in room have been shown to be associated with global remapping (Leutgeb et OIL 

2(05). The results from the current study suggest that the types of contextual changes that 

would produce rate remapping are not sufficient for reducing interference between two 

learned associations. This implies that tiny hippocampal representation of a contextual 

change is not sufficient to reduce proactive and retroactive interference, but that global 

remapping is nece.~sary 10 reduce interference. 

When rats' forage for food in a natural selling it might be adaptive 10 change foraging 

strategies according to the rats' location. The location of food in one area would not 

indicate where food could be located in another area. Rm's that received a change in 

room would have an evolutionary predisposition to dismiss previously learned responses 

and acquire new responses, which would facilitate response reversal1etlming. 

Additionally. it might also be adaptive for rats to maintain lhere foraging strategies if 
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they remain in the ~ame location. If the rats' did not attributc a changc in color and shape 

orthc experimental enclosure as a change in location then they would have an 

evolutionary predisposition to forage in the same loc3tion. The type of hippocampus 

remapping th3t occurs may be predictive to how rats represcnt changes in thcre 

environment, rate remapping may represent changes in stable features but no changc in 

location while global remapping may represent changes in location. 

In Experiment 2, rats th3t received a change in path and cues betwcen revcrsals 

performed no better than Tats that received changes in cues alone. This suggests that 

t3king differcnt paths to an enclosurc that diffcred in color and shape did not protcct thc 

rats from interference. Previous studies have shown that when rats are allowed to 3ctively 

move from one environment to another they will CTeate a unique representation of each 

environment. If the rats were then moved from one enclosure to another the place cells in 

the hippocampus would show global remapping. The placc cells show only rate 

remapping if the rats wcre not given the opportunity to actively move betwecn the two 

environments (Colgin et al.. 2010). Rats in lhe current study, however, were passively 

moved between the two environments and were never given an opponunity to actively 

move between the two environments. It is unclear what type of remapping passive 

movement might have caused. if any. It could be speculated that changes in path and cues 

only produced rate remapping since the perfonnance of rats in the Path+Cue Change 

group was comparable to the rats in the Cue Ch,mge group and worse than the rats in the 

Room Change group. Cue Change changes of the type used here have been shown 10 
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produce rate remapping while room changes have been known to produce global 

remapping (Lcutgeb et al.. 20(5). 

It is also possible that despite being covered while moving to the experimental room. 

the rats in the Path+Cue Change group could have known that they were being tested in 

the sume location between reversuls. There is evidence that rats ure exeeptionully 

proficient at retaining their orientation even in the absence of visual cues (Margules & 

Gallistel. \988). While being carried from the housing room to the expcrimenlul room the 

rats may have been able to detennine that they were arriving at the same location. 

Covering the cages with a cunain during Iranspon was intended to disorient the rat but 

may have been inadequate in doing so. 

lt is possible that contextual changes of the type that produce hippocampal global 

remapping are only necessary for reduction of interference in a small number of trials. If 

the rats in the Cue Change group were given additional trials it is possible that they may 

have eventually reached the same pcrfonnance level as rats in the Room Change group. 

Lever et al. (2002) described an experiment where recordings of hippocampal place cells 

were taken when the shape of an enclosure changed from a circle to a square. At first the 

only differences were rate differences. As the rat received more exposure to the two 

environments the location of the place fields began to diverge until the place field 

location was different for the two enclosures. Since global remapping has been associated 

with the reduction of interference we cou ld speculate that a reduction of interference 

could occur after many exposures to a change in context that would otherwise be 

expected to produce only rate remapping. Rats in the Cue Change group of the current 
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experiment appeured to suffer from interference despite receiving multiple exposures 10 

the two cunain armngements, This could be because the mts in the Cue Change group did 

not experience enough switches between the two enclosures to cause global remapping. 

Rats in the Lever et al. (2002) study were switched between the circle and square 

environment.~ each day while mts in the current study only received a switch in color and 

.~hape every couple of days or wceks. In five days, mts in Lcver et al.·s (2002) study had 

received more switches between the two shapes than mts in the current experiment 

received in total. If the rats in the Cue Change group had received multiple exposures to 

the two contexts each day prior to the experiment. then the change in context may have 

produecd global remapping. The rats in the Cue Change group might then huve 

perfonned us wel l us the mts in the Room Chunge group on the response reversal task due 

to a reduction of interference caused by global remapping. 

Rats in the Direction Change group in the first experiment showed a decrease in the 

number of trials to reach criterion across reversals. This indicates that chunging the 

orientation of the mt between reversals may roouce interference. The perfonnun<.:e of the 

mts in the Direction Change group replicated the findings of place leaming experiments 

(Skinner et aI., 2003) us well us experiments that manipulated stan arm and goal arm 

oricntation (Wright et al.. 2009). [n both studies. ruts in tmnslation conditions were 

trained to search an ann of a plus muze in order to receive a food reward. Whenever the 

maze was thenlr:mslatcd (shifted 10 thc lcft or right). such thatlhe orientation of the stan 

arm was not ch::mged. the reward eontingcncy was reverscd (if the rat was initially 

rewarded for entering the left ann it was rewarded for entering the right arm instead). The 
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local ion of Ihe food reward relalive 10 Ihe room. however. did not change. When the 

maze was rotated 90 degrees belween Irials wlS reached crilerion in fewer trials than 

translation rals regardless of Ihe sian or goallocalions (Skinner el al.. 2003: Wrighl el al.. 

2009), The results from bolh sludies demonslwled Ihal rats did nolleam to switch Iheir 

responses allwo maz.e posilions if Ihe slarling orienlalion was nol changed. 

Rats may be able to use different stan locations as a conditional cue to predict the 

reward contingency. Home. Martin. Harley and Skinner (2007) trained rals on a 

translation task where two maz.es were placed side by side. The start and goal locations 

were the same as in the classic translation problem, where one maze was translated 

I>ctween two loc~ltions. The number of trials ralS look to reach criterion was fewer when 

two mazes were used compared to one maze moved between two locations. Home et al. 

(2007) argued that since the Tat can see that they are in a new start location they might 

usc that information as a conditional euc. Rotating Ihc maze may cause the rat to think il 

is staning in a new location since the rat's place cells tend to track cxtramaze cues 

(Knierim, Kudrimoti. McNaughton. 1995: O'Keefe & Speakman. 1987). 

Hippocampal global rcmapping may not be necessary for the eventual reduction of 

interference at all since conditional discriminations (where a subject learns and if-then 

response) can be acquired when the hippocampus is lesioned (Frankland, Cestari. 

Filipkowski. McDonald. & Silva, 1998: Wiltgen, Sanders. Anagnostaras, Sage & 

F:msclow. 2006). Wiltgen et al. (2006) proposed the presence of two learning systems. 

one that involves the hippocampus and ooe that docs nol. Wiltgen et al. (2006) showed 

thai rats with hippocampal lesions could become conditioned to a context. albeil more 
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slowly them wts with an intact hippocampus. Wiltgcn et al. (2006) also showed that if the 

rat received lesions directly after contextual conditioning the wts experienced retrograde 

amnesia. These results suggest that there is a non-hippocampal system that is able to 

acquire memorics of a context. that this non-hippocampal system acquires memories 

more slowly than the hippocampal system. and that the presence of the hippocampus 

inhibits the non-hippocampal system from cncoding mcmorics. 

Suppon for Ihe two systems theory comes from a study by Frankland et al. ( 1998) 

that examincd contextual conditioning in mice with hippocampal lesions. Mice were 

cxposed to two different conditioning chambers. box A and box B. located in different 

rooms. On thc first day hippocampallcsioncd and sham mice were given a iO-minute 

exposure to botb boxes. On the second day the mice were shocked 148 seconds after 

being placed in box A but not shocked when thcy wcre placed in box B. The following 

two days were lest days. which were identical to the second day except the amount of 

time the mice spent freezing before the delivery of the shock was recorded. Mice with 

hippocampal lesions showed equal fear to both box A and box B while mice with an 

intact hippocampus showed more fear 10 box A than box B. If mice with damage to their 

hippocampus were subjected to two addit ional days of tcsting they began to show less 

fear in box B compared to box A. This suggests that mice with a damaged hippocampus 

may be using the slower non-hippocampal system to learn the conditional discrimination. 

Furthermore. if the mice with hippocampal damage were exposed 10 a novel box. box C. 

in a novel room they showed lillie fear while maintaining fear of box A. Since exposure 

10 box C was only given after extended exposure to box A the non-hippocampal learning 
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system may have acquired enough information about box A to make the distinction 

between the two boxes. 

The presence of a non-hippocampalleaming system that can leam conditional 

discriminations in the absence of the hippocampus can also explain discrepancies 

between appetitive and aversive reinstatement experiments. In reinstatement CS - US 

pairings are presented followed by extinction trials. Both acquisition and extinction of the 

CS - US association occur within the same context. After extinction the subjects are then 

presented with the US alone in either the same context as training and extinction or in a 

new context. this is known as the reinstatement trial. Rats with an intact hippocampus 

displayed the CR to the CS when tested in the original context if they were reinstated in 

the same context but not if they were reinstated in a different context (Fox & Holland. 

1998; Frohardt et al.. 2(00). Rats wi th hippocampal damage perfomled the same as 

nonnal rats if they were given multiple reinstatement trials (Fox & 1·lolland. 1998), which 

are necessary for appetitive reinstatement. but not if they were given only one 

reinstatement trial (Frohardl et al.. 2(00). which is sufficient for aversive reinstatement. 

Similar results have been observed with the renewal effect when rats were given multiple 

extinction trials (Frohardt et al.. 2(00). This can be attributed to the necessity of the 

hippocampus for rapid leaming and the ability of the slower non-hippocampalleaming 

system to take over in the absence of the hippocampus. 

Since repeated exposure to a change in visual cues produces a reduction of 

interference even in the absence of the hippocampus (Lever et at.. 2(02) it is reasonable 

to assume that there is some system upstream from the hippocampus that mediates 
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eventual conditional discriminations as well as the eventual switch from rate to global 

hippocampal remapping. A potential candidate for the non-hippocampal system that is 

responsible for hippocampal-independent contextuallcarning is the neoconex (Tyler & 

Rudy, 2007). It is unclear how many trials is necessary for the non-hippocampal system 

to acquire contextual infonnation and it is possible that the necessary exposure may vary 

depending on the type of contextual changes as well as the task. The non-hippocampal 

system may enable encoding of contextual changes that would produce hippocampal rate 

remapping or even no remapping at all. Some types of conditional discriminations are 

retarded when the hippocampus is lesioned while other types of conditional 

discriminations arc unaffected (Rudy. 2009). A reason why conditioning of non

hippocampal-dependent cues are not as readily observed as hippocampal-dependent cues 

could be because the non-hippocampal system acquires associations so slowly that the 

effects are overshadowed by Ihe perfonnance of the hippocampus. Additionally it may be 

possible that the rat will acquire a performance strategy. such as win-stay/lose-shift, 

before the non-hippocampal system acquires the conditional discrimination. This would 

cause rats in a control group to appear similar to rats that arc only exposed to non

hippocampal-dependant cue chunges. 

General Conclusion 

It is unclear what feature variations contribute to the facilitation of response reversal 

learn ing, Previous studies have shown that changes in ambient cues. such as changes in 

light and noise, are insufficient for producing a facilitation of response reversal learning 

(Wright et al.. 2009). The current study has also shown that a change in the color and 
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shape of the experimental enclosure. as well as the path taken to reach the experimental 

enclosure may also be insufficient for producing a facilitation of response re,'crsal 

learning. Electrophysiological data suggesls lhal the hippocampus represents changes in 

the color and shape of an enclosure differently from a change in location (Leutgeb et al.. 

2(05). It is possible that environmental changes that arc represented in the hippocampus 

as global remapping are sufficient fo r facilitaling response reversal learning while 

environmental changes that are represemed in the hippocampus as rate remapping arc 
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-& NoOlange 
"* CueCl'lange 
... OirectJOO Change 

Figure I. Mean (+SEM) trials to criterion on the acquisition task (Acq) and 4 reversals 

(R I. R2. R3. R4) for the Cue Change. Direction Change. and No Change groups of 

Experiment I. 
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30 
-&- No Change 
... Room Change 
.. CueChange 
.. Path+Cue O'Iange 

Figure 2. Mean (+SEM) trial~ to criterion on the acquisition task (Acq) and 4 reversals 

(R I . R2. R3, R4) for the Cue Change, Path+Cue Change, Room Change, and No Change 

groups of Experiment 2. 
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